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In todays world, getting accepted to college is only fifty percent of the battle. Ready for Take-Off lays out an idea to
keep students with ADHD or LD in university by initial teaching parents to prepare their teen for take-off and their 1st
solo flight away from the home. Using college readiness surveys and handy worksheets, parents can objectively
determine if indeed they areplaying a productive or nonproductive role within their teenagers lifestyle and learn
methods to promote self-determination, everyday living and academic abilities by using the time in high school to
greatly help their teen be equipped for take-off within their teen while their teen is still in high school. Residing in there
is another matter completely. This essential resource encourages parents to look at a unique coaching-style approach in
their parenting and urges parents to stop micromanaging their teenagers day-to-day existence. And for students ADHD
or learning disabilities, remaining, thriving, and graduating from university can be very challenging also for the most
academically ready students.
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I have this publication in the reception area of my . Let's encounter it folks--raising a student with a disability is usually
a tight rope act at greatest.. That's why it had been such a comfort to find this book. She is a disability specialist at
UNC-Chapel Hill who offers seen all the pitfalls up close, and acts as a wise information to avoid it from happening to
your child.. Start Coaching Is your son or daughter bright enough for college but needs your help to complete the daily
grind of high school? Do you worry whether he or she will thrive on campus only? I'm going to recommend this
publication to my SEPAC group and invite Dr. I have this book in the reception region of my private psychotherapy
practice thus parents can read it. _Prepared for Take-Off_ offers a checklist of particular college survival abilities and
advice on training your child to acquire them. Dr. Maitland's objective is to assist you gradually put your teen in charge
of managing their own life so the transition to university will go more smoothly. This book is the small yet essential
investment all parents need to safeguard that big investment into your child's education. Great guide Good to read, best
to buy in the senior year of senior high school though. It includes a great deal of great information about stuff to do to
prepare them to keep, but that those have to be started a long time before you pack the car. I wish we would have read
it previous as much of the issues that she warns about have presented themselves in our college freshman. Prepared for
Take-Off actually gets you thinking about how to raise your kid to be independent also to take care of the items they
need to achieve success in a university environment. Proactive Actions For Parents of ADHD/LD High School Students To
Take Before College Be proactive together with your high schooler with ADHD and read this publication. Ready for take-
off This was an excellent book for helping your teen set goals and plan the near future . Gives good examples on how to
talk to them and sofa them, and also have them believe for themselves . Maitland to provide her plan in person at one of
our meetings. Stop Micromanaging; I wish I had come across it earlier, but happy I found it when I did. Dr. Maitland
knows there are many reasons why smart college students with ADHD and LD struggle to succeed in university. It is well
received.. It is fertile surface for growing parents who are enablers. We all know how to part of, but Dr. Maitland
instructors you how to step back again and train skills of everyday living, self-determination, and study skills BEFORE
students set off. This book has short quizzes for both parent and student to assist you both make a Personalized College
Readiness Program. Both authors are reassuring about viewing your student fail first at home. It is the best spot to
practice. Me, as well. It was very useful for teens in senior high school. EYE OPENING! Ought to be required reading
Should be required reading for just about any parent who sends a child off to school. Five Stars Everyone should read
this book if they are launching off a teenager with ADD Great tips Despite the fact that my child was already in college, I
came across this reserve to be incredibly helpful and informative. The checklist is great. I wish schools would put this
reserve in the hands of all parents of teenagers with Increase or LD.
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